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Abstract

**Introduction:** Professionalism as a competency in medical education has been defined in multiple ways. Irby and Hamstra offered three frameworks of professionalism in medical education. This study examines medical students' definitions of professionalism to assess whether they align with these frameworks.

**Methods:** We administered an open-ended questionnaire to 92 medical students at a single university in the United States. We conducted thematic coding of responses and calculated code frequencies.

**Results:** The response rate was 54%. There were no observable differences between the responses of students in clinical versus preclinical training phases. The majority of comments (84%) reflected aspects of multiple frameworks from Irby and Hamstra and three emergent themes were identified. Most respondents (96%) cited aspects of the behavior-based framework. Most students’ (66%) responses also aligned with the virtue-based framework. Emergent themes were "hierarchical nature of medicine," "academic environment/hidden curriculum," and "service and advocacy." "Service and advocacy" can be viewed as contexts for Irby and Hamstra's identity formation framework, but references did not align with the full definition.

**Conclusion:** Our findings suggest that students view professionalism through multiple frameworks and indicate a predominance of the behavior-based framework. Experiences with organizational culture and values may be important in students' definitions of professionalism.

Introduction

Professionalism as a competency in medical education has been defined in multiple ways. Irby and Hamstra offered three frameworks: (a) virtue-based professionalism, focusing on moral character; (b) behavior-based professionalism, measured in competencies and observable behaviors; and (c) professional identity formation, integrating individual identity into community values.

Design Thinking is gaining traction in education asserting that alignment between stakeholder definitions and user experiences is key. Misaligned views of medical student professionalism can be detrimental; Stubbing, et al found students felt pressured to “epitomize the values and behaviors of a doctor from the onset of medical school,” despite lacking prerequisite competencies, an incongruity with potential patient safety implications.
This exploratory qualitative study examined medical students’ definitions of professionalism to assess whether they align with existing frameworks.

**Methods**

Medical students (N=92) participating in family medicine electives at one US university were invited to complete an open-ended questionnaire asking the student’s year in the MD program and the question, “What is medical student professionalism?” The site’s institutional review board granted the study an exemption from review.

Data were collected in 2021, using REDCap software, and downloaded to Microsoft Excel for thematic analysis. Two authors checked data. We used a deductive approach, drawing upon Irby and Hamstra’s frameworks, and we completed a holistic reading of all responses before coding 25% together to ensure calibration. Coding continued line by line, and the process endured iteratively with authors coding independently and meeting to ensure 100% agreement.

We calculated code frequencies using the following formula: number of references to the code/total number of comments (n=50). We then combined code frequencies with definitions and examples (Table 2). Recognizing that identities influence interpretation, findings are offered from the perspectives of White, cis-gendered females from the United States. Two authors were nonclinician faculty and two were medical students.

**Results**

The response rate was 54% (n=32 preclinical; n=18 clinical, Table 1) and there were no observable differences between the responses of students in clinical versus preclinical training phases. Most comments (84%) reflected multiple frameworks from Irby and Hamstra and three additional themes emerged during the coding process (Table 2).

Nearly all (96%) responses referred to Irby and Hamstra’s behavior-based framework and a subset cited behaviors observable by patients (36%) and/or instructors (36%). Examples included punctuality, preparation, hygiene, and behaving politely. Two-thirds of comments cited the virtue-based framework focusing on commitment to learning and intrinsic values such as honesty, and morality. No responses referenced the full professional identity formation framework, though some addressed self-improvement, and the emergent theme “Service and Advocacy” is related to identity development.

We identified three emergent themes outside of Irby and Hamstra’s frameworks. Twenty-two percent of participants referenced the “hierarchical nature of medicine” including allegiance or uniformity, with examples like: “taking instruction,” “understanding your roles,” and “not disobeying guidelines.” Sixteen percent of responses focused on the “academic environment/hidden curriculum” in medical school. Examples related to the academic environment included “upholding the values of the institution” and examples of the hidden curriculum like “enforc[ing] compliance with organizational norms and discourag[ing] independence,” and “suppress[ing] individuality.” Finally, 8% referenced “service and advocacy” within the community or institution. Examples included campus involvement and offering feedback to inform quality improvement. Service and advocacy experiences may be sites for professional identity development.

An example of overlapping frameworks included, “Medical student professionalism is showing up on time, respecting others, and preparing to give one’s all. Reflecting on mistakes and aiming to improve nonstop.” This demonstrates the behavioral and virtue-based frameworks. Another student referenced the behavioral framework, hierarchy, and the hidden curriculum:
“Medical student professionalism [is] related to timeliness and dependability for the adequate fulfillment of predetermined requirements and expectations. However, this term is often used to control and suppress individuality and advocate for progressive policies and fair treatment.”

Discussion

Participants often described professionalism through overlapping frameworks. The behavior-based framework was most prevalent, and the virtue-based framework was cited frequently. There were no references to identity formation, but emergent themes referenced sites and contexts for this development. No references to students feeling pressured to act beyond their level of competency were reported in contrast with the work of Stubbing, et al. 14

Taken together, the emergent themes (“Hierarchical Nature of Medicine,” “Academic Environment/Hidden Curriculum,” and “Service and Advocacy”) describe perceptions of institutional norms and structure. Some respondents voiced concerns over the hierarchical nature of medicine and environmental factors promoting a hidden curriculum. Concepts of agency differentiate these themes from professional identity formation. Irby and Hamstra’s definition ascribes agency to physicians as they integrate into communities and structures that support their work 10 while descriptions from students in this study often referred to expectations of them from the institution, restricting their agency. Findings suggest that experiences with organizational culture and values may be important in students’ definitions of professionalism.

The first step of Design Thinking in medical education, examining the perspectives of students, may provide an enriched understanding of how professionalism frameworks and other factors impact and are impacted by the learning environment.

Conclusions

Findings support previous research in that students experience professionalism through frameworks of behavior and virtue with most respondents referring to the behavior-based framework. Though none directly referenced identity formation, further work is needed to explore the impact of academic environments and service opportunities on perceptions of medical student professionalism.

Limitations

This study was completed at a single university; therefore, institution-specific expectations may impact data. Data collection occurred at a single point in time which may limit the scope and potentially contribute to the lack of identity development references. The limited sample size consisting of a majority of preclinical students may have impacted thematic trends. Attitudes may have been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic given the time frame of the survey. Qualitative analysis is subject to author positionality.

Tables and Figures
Table 1. Response Rate/Participation by Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical School Year</th>
<th>Response Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preclinical first year</td>
<td>15/33 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preclinical second year</td>
<td>17/36 (47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical third year</td>
<td>9/11 (82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical fourth year</td>
<td>9/12 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50/92 (54.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Code Frequencies, Definitions, and Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency*</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| External [Irby & Hamstra’s Behavior-Based Framework]   | 96%        | Participants offered examples of behaviors observed by patients, teachers, or others. | “…being respectful and courteous in all encounters…”  
“…being punctual, respectful to peers/faculty/patients/all other people you interact with in training…”  
“…punctuality, good hygiene and appropriate attire…”  
“…showing up on time, being kind and courteous to patients, and dressing the part as well.” |
| References to:  
  Patients  
  Teachers                                           | 36% 36%    |                                                                                   |                                                                                                                                                |
| Internal [Irby & Hamstra’s Virtue-Based Framework]     | 66%        | Participants offered examples of internalized characteristics or personal traits. | “…holding oneself to a high moral standard…”  
“…willing to see other perspectives…”  
“…acting based on ethically-sound principles…”  
“…integrity, both personal and academic. Commitment to learning and growth. Ability to use constructive feedback to improve…” |
| Hierarchical Nature of Medicine [Emergent]            | 22%        | Participants referenced hierarchy, institutional allegiance, uniformity, and deindividualization. | “…aiming to improve nonstop…”  
“…Taking instructions seriously/not disobeying guidelines…”  
“…working nonstop…” |
| Academic Environment/Hidden Curriculum [Emergent]      | 16%        | Participants described environmental or situational perspectives of academia or the university. | “…upholding the values of the institution…”  
“A notion convenient for medical school administrators to enforce compliance with organizational norms and discourage independence among the student body”  
“…should be related to timeliness and dependability for the adequate fulfillment of predetermined requirements and expectations. However, this term is often used to control and suppress individuality and advocacy for progressive policies and fair treatment.” |
| Service and Advocacy [Emergent, Component of Irby and Hamstra’s Identity Formation Framework] | 8%         | Participants offered examples of service or advocacy to the community or the institution. | “…taking advantage of shadowing opportunities and opportunities to serve our community”  
“…respecting all people regardless of their race, sexual orientation, religion, culture, etc. It also means students should learn early on how to recognize the unique healthcare challenges that these communities face, and [take] action for the betterment of the community.” |

*Number of references to the code/total number of comments (n=50)
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